Interactions between Escherichia coli RNA polymerase and lambda repressor. Mutations in PRM affect repression of PR.
The rightward operator, OR, of bacteriophage lambda is part of a complex regulatory region that includes PRM, the promoter for repressor synthesis by a prophage, the rightward early promoter PR, and three repressor-binding sites, OR1, OR2 and OR3. By binding to OR2, repressor blocks transcription from PR and simultaneously stimulates the formation of open complexes between RNA polymerase and PRM. In this letter, we describe a test of the hypothesis that the interaction between RNA polymerase bound at PRM and repressor bound at OR2 increases the apparent affinity of repressor for OR. One implication of this hypothesis is that the amount of repressor required for repression of PR should be inversely correlated with PRM promoter strength. This is indeed the case. The amount of repressor required for 50% repression of PR is decreased by prmup-1, an "up" mutation of PRM, and is increased by prm- mutations. An unexpected finding is that in addition to their effect on the apparent affinity of repressor for OR, mutations in the -35 region of PRM alter the shape of repressor-titration curves. We propose that these mutations alter the interaction between RNA polymerase bound at PRM and repressor bound at OR2 in such a way that cooperativity in the binding of repressor to OR1 and OR2 is also disrupted.